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We apply optimization algorithms to the problem of finding ground states for crystalline surfaces
and flux-line arrays in the presence of disorder. The algorithms provide ground states in polynomial
time, which provides for a more precise study of the interface widths than from Monte Carlo
simulations at finite temperature. Usingd  2 systems up to size4202, with a minimum of
2 3 103 realizations at each size, we find very strong evidence for a ln2sLd super-rough state at low
temperatures. [S0031-9007(96)01399-3]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 02.60.Pn, 64.70.Pf
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The flux-line arrays formed in a 2D type-II dirty su
perconductor with the magnetic field parallel to the pla
and the surface configurations of a crystalline defect-fr
material deposited on a disordered substrate (DS)
closely related systems. They have been studied for b
the intrinsic interest and because they serve as prototy
cal models for elastic media in a disordered environme
Both have low temperature glassy phases in whi
equilibrium and dynamic properties are dominated by t
disorder. In the continuum limit they are both describe
by the random-phase sine-Gordon model (RSGM). Ho
ever, analytic attempts at understanding the equilibriu
properties of the glassy phase based on the RSGM h
yielded conflicting results [1,2]. Finite-temperature sim
lations of the RSGM or the corresponding discre
Gaussian model for the disordered substrate have a
been ambiguous [3–7]. Moreover, it is not clear to wh
extent universality arguments, which yield the RSGM
the continuum limit, can be trusted at temperatures w
below the glass transition.

The aim of the present work is to address both issu
by finding the exact minimum energy configurations
discrete models of the DS surface and that of the flu
line arrays. This yields theirT  0 shapes for any
given disorder realization; averaging over disorder allow
for the evaluation of their averaged physical propertie
In particular, the quantities that theory and simulatio
have focused on are the height-height correlations in
disordered substrate model and the line-line correlatio
in the flux-line model. The flux-line system is discretize
by its mapping to a surface model (see below), and o
may observe the transition by inspecting the roughne
scaling of the respective surfaces instead. The transit
into the glassy phase is exhibited by a change in the
height-height correlations in both models.

The predictions from the analytic studies of the RSG
are as follows: Above the transition temperatureT 
Tg the surface is always logarithmically rough, wit
a prefactor proportional toT . Below the transition
temperature, renormalization group (RG) calculations [
predict a ln2sLd behavior, while variational approaches [2
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predict the persistence of the lnsLd behavior but with the
prefactorunchangingfor T # Tg.

Numerical simulations have differed in their results a
well. Simulations of the RSGM with weak coupling have
shown no transition at all [3]. Others have shown
transition with a lnsLd [4] or a ln2sLd behavior [5]. Monte
Carlo simulations of the discrete Gaussian version of th
model have exhibited the transition, but the behavior o
the roughness could better fit the lnsLd [6] or the ln2sLd
[7], depending on the way the data were interpreted.

As shown below we find very strong evidence tha
the ground-state configurations for both systems exhibit
ln2sLd roughness. This reinforces the RG predictions an
moreover, indicates that they hold all the way toT  0, a
much wider temperature range than might be anticipate
We are able to make strong conclusions since we are a
to calculate averages over many more realizations and
larger length scales. As we show below, studying th
correlation function in wave-vector space also allows fo
a clearer distinction between the two predictions.

To be specific, the ground-state properties of two in
terface models with quenched random impurities a
investigated in this Letter. The first model, i.e., the
disordered-substrate surface model [6], is described
height variableshi defined on every sitei of a square lat-
tice. The coupling between height variables is governe
by the following Hamiltonian:

H1  k
X
ki,jl

jhi 2 hjj , (1)

wherek is the step energy, and the summation runs ov
all nearest-neighbor bonds of the square lattice. (Th
discrete Gaussian model usually replaces this Hamiltoni
near and aboveTc where they belong to the same
universality class.) In the case of a flat substrate thehi

takes integer values. To model the disordered substra
however, the heighthi takes the valueshi  ni 1 di ,
where ni is an integer and the quenched random heig
di is chosen uniformly (and independently for eac
site) in the intervals21y2, 11y2g. Clearly, any surface
configuration can be viewed as an interface along th
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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(001) direction of a simple cubic lattice with the substra
being identified with the basal plane.

The second model is the triangular Ising solid-on-so
(TISOS) model [8], where the surface configuration
described by height variableshi which are defined on
every sitei of a triangular lattice and take only intege
values. The Hamiltonian is chosen to be of the form

H2 
X
kijl

Jijsjhi 2 hjj 2 1d , (2)

where the summation again runs over all nearest-neigh
bonds, and the coupling constantsJij are chosen uni-
formly (and independently for each bond) in the interv
f0, 1g to simulate the quenched point disorder. In contr
to the first model, the following further constraints a
imposed on the height variables: (1) The height diff
encejhi 2 hj j for every bond must be either 1 or 2, an
(2) the total height increment (clockwise or countercloc
wise) along any elementary triangle is zero. See Fig
for an example of this construction. It is straightforwa
to check that the SOS surface so defined describes a
terface along the (111) direction of a simple cubic lattic

There exists yet another well-known representation
the TISOS model [8], i.e., the dimer-covering mod
on a hexagonal lattice, which not only makes tran
parent the equivalence of the TISOS to an array
self-avoiding flux lines ind  2 dimensions but also fa
cilitates the implementation of an efficient network op
mization algorithm to study the ground-state properties
the TISOS model. Here each bond on the triangular
tice with jhi 2 hjj  2 is identified with a dimer on the
dual bond of the hexagonal lattice. See Fig. 1 for a d
gram of this construction. A simple inspection shows th
a surface configurationhhij is mapped onto a complet

FIG. 1. Various representations of the TISOS model. T
height variables defined on each vertex of the triangular lat
(dashed lines) are shown in the figure. The equivalent di
covering is indicated by the thick bonds on the dual hexago
lattice. The corresponding two flux lines are displayed
contiguous triple lines. The linear size of the system is deno
by L s 3d. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed (twist
from top to bottom).
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dimer covering of the hexagonal lattice. The flux-lin
representation results from the transition graph (super
sition of the two dimer-covering configurations) betwe
an arbitrary dimer-covering and a fixed reference dim
covering configuration where all vertical bonds of th
hexagonal lattice are covered with dimers. Here the v
tical direction then specifies the direction of the flux lin
(or the direction of an external magnetic field). See Fig
for an explicit illustration. LetEr , Ed, andEf denote the
sum of the energies of all vertical bonds, of all bon
that are covered by dimers, and of all bonds that coinc
with the flux lines, respectively. The following equa
ity then holds:EdshJijjd 2 Er shJijjd  EfshKijjd 2 nL,
wheren signifies the number of flux lines,L is the length
of the system (see Fig. 1), andKij denotes a transformed
set of random bonds according toKij  Jij for all non-
vertical bonds, andKij  1 2 Jij for all vertical bonds.
This simple exercise therefore demonstrates that all
ferent representations [interface along the (111) directi
dimers, flux lines] are also energetically equivalent w
a suitable transformation of the random bonds that s
maintains its uniform and independent distribution.

For the purpose of comparison, we now briefly su
marize the known results on the ground-state proper
of the above two models in the absence of disorder.
the DS model, the surface is trivially flat (constanthi).
In the latter case (TISOS), however, the ground state
highly degenerate with a macroscopic entropy per l
tice site [9]. By exploring the equivalence between t
ground-state ensemble of TISOS and that of the anti
romagnetic Ising model on a triangular lattice (thus t
name TISOS), Blöte and Hilhorst [10] have shown th
the ground state is logarithmically rough due to the e
tropic fluctuations. The structure factorSskd  kjhs $kdj2l
in the long wavelength limit is given bySskd  sKs

$k2d21,
with the stiffness constantKs  py9. The width W
of the surface then satisfiesW2 ; hh2s$rdj 2 hhs$rdj2 
spKsd21 lnsLd 1 . . . for L ! `, where L is the linear
size of the system. Here we have usedh?j for the average
over lattice sites, andk?l for the ground-state ensembl
average.

The problem of finding the ground states of the abo
models in the presence of disorder is that of minimizi
the total energy given by Eqs. (1) and (2), respective
Different representations of the models naturally le
themselves to various efficient network optimization a
gorithms, of which we employed the network maximum
flow algorithm and the minimum-cost perfect matchin
algorithm [11] by utilizing the interface and dimer
covering representations, respectively.

In the case of the interface representation, we apply
algorithm presented in [12]. For a directed graph w
given “edge capacities” indicating the maximum amou
of fluid that can flow from one node to another along t
directed edge, the maximum flow algorithm determin
the maximum amount of flow that can be sustained
tween two given nodes, the source and the sink, giv
3205
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flow conservation at all other nodes. It is easily show
that the maximum flow value is identical to the valu
of the minimum “cut,” which is defined as the weigh
of the set of edges with minimum total capacities tha
when cut, disconnect the source and the sink [11]. Th
comes about because the minimum cut is the “bott
neck” through which all flow must pass. To apply thi
algorithm, a finite three-dimensional graph is construct
whose minimum cut directly corresponds to the minimu
energy interface in the height model. For the DS an
TISOS models, graphs can be constructed whose m
mum cut surfaces lack overhangs and minimize the app
priate energies. For example, the graphs for the TISO
model have the same topology as for the random-bo
Ising model (RBIM) as described in [12], but the disorde
is periodic in the (111) direction (in RBIM, the disorde
is uncorrelated). Once the corresponding graph is co
structed, the maximum-flow and minimum-cut algorithm
can be directly applied. Specifically, the push-relabel a
gorithm and code developed by Cherkassky and Goldb
[13] was adapted to the sparse graph considered here.

We also employed another network optimization alg
rithm, namely, the minimum-cost perfect matching prob
lem [11]. We perform a direct calculation based on th
dimer representation. As discussed above, this match
problem is that of finding a set of dimers that cover th
lattice with minimum cost. The ground-state problem o
the TISOS model is precisely of this type when formu
lated in terms of dimer coverings since such coverin
are perfect matchings on the hexagonal lattice. Moreov
unlike the three-dimensional graphs needed in a flow
gorithm, the graph here remains planar, and much larg
systems can be studied with the same computer resour
this allows us to more clearly distinguish ln2sLd from
lnsLd roughness in the TISOS model than the minimum
cut algorithm. Standard algorithms [11,14] are sufficie
to solve the problem for smaller systems. We have dev
oped a heuristic algorithm, making use of routines fro
the C11 LEDA library [14] to implement the minimum-
cost dimer-matching algorithm. The final sequential cod
running on a single IBM RS/6000-390 work station, take
about 1, 15, and 25 minutes to find the exact grou
state for system sizes ofL  192, 420, and 540, re-
spectively, for one instance of disorder realization. D
tails of the algorithm’s implementation will be presente
elsewhere [15].

The interface widths, configurational energy, and stru
ture factor were calculated for the ground states f
samples of various sizes. These quantities were then a
aged over at least 2000 samples of each size. The larg
length scales for which these many samples were stud
wereL  200 and 420 for the DS and TISOS models, re
spectively. The sample-averaged results of our numeri
calculations are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows the averaged squared sample wid
W2  hh2j 2 hhj2 as a function of sample size. The
W2sLd curve is not fit well by a straight line on this
3206
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logarithmic-linear scale: For both the DS and TISO
models, such a fit gives a line well outside the statistic
error bars for any range of data over more than a facto
2 in L. This is evidence that the proposal thatW2sLd ,
lnsLd does not correctly describe the ground state. T
data are, however, fit quite well by the form

W2sLd  C 1 A lnsLd 1 B ln2sLd , (3)

with the constants being given byC  0.022, 0.39,
A  0.023, 0.34, andB  0.0064, 0.060, for the DS and
TISOS models, respectively. The fact that these c
efficients satisfyA  2sBCd1y2 to within a 10% error
indicates that the widthW is well fit by the form
W  C1y2 1 B1y2 lnsLd even forL ø 10.

We find that even stronger evidence for the super-rou
phase withW2sLd , ln2sLd is found by examining the
sample-averaged structure factorsSskd. These structure
factors must, of course, be consistent with theW2 data,
but the shape of these curves for differentL shows that
the structure factor data have converged well for t
sample sizes we examine, so that the curvature of theW2

plots on a logarithmic scale is not an artifact of sma
system sizes. Plots ofk2Sskd are shown in Fig. 3 for
the DS and TISOS models. The structure factors
found to be isotropic for smallk; this is indicated by
the convergence ofSskd to a single value for all$k with
the same magnitudek as k ! 0. If the coefficientB in
Eq. (3) were zero,k2Sskd would approach a constant a
smallk. Such convergence is clearly seen, for example
work on the TISOS modelwithout disorder [16]. For the
disordered model, the data do not converge to a cons
over the lengths we examined; it is instead fit very we
by a logarithmic divergence. The analysis of the structu

FIG. 2. Sample-averaged interface widths for the DS a
TISOS models, as a function of system sizeL, on a logarithmic
scale. The DS square widthsW 2 have been multiplied by a
scale factor of 10 for comparison with the TISOS results. T
fractional statistical errors inW 2 are less than 0.5%; this erro
is about half the size of the symbols in the plot. The lines a
quadratic fits to all of the data shown; residual errors are with
twice the statistical uncertainty for all points.
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FIG. 3. Sample-averaged structure factors for the DS a
TISOS models. The symbols indicate which model and t
sample sizes. Sskd has been multiplied byk2 for clearer
comparison with the theoretical predictions, and the curv
are normalized so thatk2Sskd  1.0 at jkj  1. The error
bars shown are greater than the statistical error and refl
the possible error introduced by the smoothing of thek2Sskd
data over a factor of 2 ink2. As k2 ! 0, k2Sskd for a
logarithmically rough interface would approach a constant; t
apparent logarithmic divergence ofk2Sskd indicates that the
interface is super-rough for the ground states of these t
models. Note that the finite-size effects are distinct for the tw
models: In the DS model,k2Sskd rises above a logarithmic
form for k near 2pyL while in the TISOS model,k2Sskd
drops below the logarithmic form fork near the finite-volume
limit.

factor in this fashion allows us to clearly distinguis
between logarithmically rough and super-rough, since t
difference is singular ask ! 0; in the W2sLd plots,
the difference between the two predictions is additiv
The logarithmic divergence is precisely what one expe
if W2sLd , ln2sLd. This is very strong evidence tha
B fi 0 in Eq. (3). The prediction of a super-rough groun
state is consistent with our data, while the prediction
a logarithmically rough phase is inconsistent with th
calculated structure factor.

We also calculated the ground-state energy for the fl
lines derived from the TISOS-model ground states. W
find that the fluctuations in the energy per flux line
averaged over samples,DE scale asDE , L0.5060.04.

In conclusion, we use a maximum-flow algorithm and
minimum-cost perfect matching algorithm to find ground
state configurations in the disordered substrate and
ordered TISOS models (which is equivalent to findin
ground states of many flux lines in a random potentia
We find that the ground-state configurations have a ln2sLd
roughness in both models, in agreement with the ren
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malization group calculations and in disagreement wi
the predictions of the lowest-order variational approac
Our results are much clearer than previous numeric
work at finite temperature [3,6,7], since the algorithm
quickly find exact ground states, so that we can ave
age over many realizations of larger systems, and we a
study the models far fromTg, so that the coefficient of
the ln2sLd is larger. Although the results found here ap
ply strictly to T  0, their agreement with those obtaine
by RG just belowTg strongly suggests that the ln2sLd be-
havior holds in the wholeT # Tg glassy phase. These
algorithms can be directly extended to study flux lines
many different types of disorder, including columnar an
splay defects.
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